outcome of the "Soviet tragedy" was to be "the triumph of a light humanistic ideal" (Iarustovskii, 1954: 22) , the Symphony's ending was regarded as "not convincing enough". 
185-190).
Another theme that contradicts the idea of and "a picture of folk dances" in the side theme (Danilevich, 1958: 135) , G. Orlov concluded that the main themes of this part ("airy-light, with warbling spring streams" and "emotionallydancing") create the image of "young abundant vitality with plethora of energy" (Orlov, 1961: 53) .
At the same time, a number of critics who wrote about the premiere of the symphony noted the formal nature of the final Allegro. For instance,
Iu. Kremlev felt in it "only the simulacrum of cheer and joy" (Sovetskaia muzyka, 1954: 121), whereas B. Iarustovskii pointed to the intonational abstractness of the merry dance tunes in the conclusion (Iarustovskii, 1954: 21) .
Due to the noticed peculiarities -"drawbacks" of musical material I. Ryzhkin obviously got the main impression of "some lightness" (Sovetskaia muzyka, 1954: 128) . 
(clarinet):
The constructive independence of this motif is indicated by the fact that it is performed on f (in contrast to the quiet sonority of the previous and subsequent fragments) and is preceded and followed by pauses. In addition, it is singled out from the point of timbre (since the main theme is implemented further by first violins) and harmony (as if not fitting into the tonality of the subsequent E-dur theme development). Then, in the same form, the "fanfare" motif precedes 2 nd and 3 rd sentences.
• II -the main theme, heterogeneous in the motif structure:
The first sentence includes the "fanfare" motif, a scale passage, a song trichord in a quartal piece, a figure of "whirling", and other elements highlighted below: IV, V, VI, VII.
This theme sounds on the background of the figure III.
• III -"vibrant background"-trill-like figure in the accompaniment:
It is maintained almost throughout the entire first section in a simple three-part form of 38 bars, performed by 2 violins, the clarinet and flutes. Basically, this is the prolonged quintal tone of a tonic pedal point, so further any other tone of the tonic chord is possible. This simplest, intonationally leveled formula is designed to reflect tentatively the roar of the festive crowd. At the same time, due to the primacy of the rhythmic factor, this formula is associated with a tattoo -a technique typical for applied march music played by a snare drum party, which allows defining it as such. This piece serves as a background setting for the following constructions, being combined with various march-like motifs (fig. 154, 155, 162, 163, 164, 179, 181) , meanwhile further its shorter pieces are used (one bar, half a bar). All these peculiarities point to the function of the figure "vibrant background" that is close to the thematic one: it acts as a kind of a rather definite image and is used as a material for the development and construction of the form.
• IV -walk-like song and march motif:
It appears in the 2 nd sentence of the main theme and is performed by first violins, emphasized by a duplicating play of violas.
• V -version of "a snare drum figure" In addition to the typical polka rhythm, we also distinguish a rather characteristic melodic pattern, embodying the "lolloping". However, the same rhythmic formula is played by the trumpets ( fig. 202 ) with a constant tone pitch or by the snare drum, thus acting as a signal alarm.
• VIII -"a small march" (based on fanfare I + slow march step + IV 1 ):
It is the content of the 4 th sentence, marked by the timbre of high-pitched wood-wind instruments.
The melody is performed, like the previous one, by the piccolo flute. Later (in fig. 160 ) there comes time for a phrase of the small clarinet VIII 1 :
It is inspired by the main fanfare motive and is a variant of this "small march".
• IX -a dancing tune:
For the first time it was introduced in fig.   158 for strings (without double bass) as the first episode in the middle of the main part.
• X -"march ritornello" (fanfare in one tone + slow march step):
It sounds as an extension of the brief construction of VIII 1 in fig. 160 and marks the structural boundary. It is performed in the f dynamics by all the woodwind instruments of against the background of the trill-like figure III played by violins and violas. It is also in fig. 179 with the same background.
• XI -prolonged fanfare in the 1 st tone: • XVI -accompaniment "viola formula": by the high-pitched woodwind instruments as a melodic element in conjunction with the motif of the sixteenth notes ("dance tune").
• XX 1 -"chord accompaniment":
In fig • XXII -walk-like dance motif:
It is performed in 5 th bar of fig. 166 for the strings as a counterpoint to the material XXI.
• XXIII -fanfare in 1 tone:
In fig. 167 it is played by the trumpets, in fig. 199 -by the trumpets and timpani, in fig. 202 the trumpets perform its version for 2 tonessecunda and tertia).
• XXIV -dance "running":
It is played the first time in fig. 168 for the violins and the violas simultaneously with the version of the galop XV and the figure XXV.
•
XXV -"clapping":
This element is introduced in fig. 168 for the cellos and the double basses.
• XXVI -song-march (derived from
II, similar to XXIX). It marks the beginning of the theme development and, in fact, is a genre variation of the theme of the main part.
The bassoon, the cello, the double basses perform fig. 170 on the background of the "viola formula" (immediately there are inclusions of the "dance tune" -the motif IX). In fig. 180 , XXVI variant is given in the counterpoint with the variant of the small march XXVII and the "viola figure".
• XXVII -a small march (similar to X):
It appears in fig. 176 for the first violins.
• XXVIII -a vortex figure of the sixteenths notes (the "vibrant background" variant):
In fig. 176 it accompanies the small march XXVII (similar figures are first introduced in fig. 173, 174 ).
• XXIX -a characteristic version of the
theme II of the main part in a reprise (the bassoon):
If we systematize this musical material based on the genre genesis, we will get the following. Table 1 ). Its first part is organized as a At the same time, in the exposure period, the degree of concentration of dissimilar, contrasting, unrelated particles is very high. In the first sentence, these are the opposed, different in tone and timbre figures: "signal-call" (I) and the motor In the second sentence, the first two elements are followed by the walk-like marching motifs of the first violins and violas (4 bars in IV with the second shifts of Fis-F harmony), the successor of which is a short figure "drum roll"
(V), accompanied by a typical "marching step"
in the bass (VI), due to which the structure of the second sentence grows. The fact that the newly Based on the peculiarities of grouping durations, it can be supposed that at the moment of transition to the middle section of the main part (b.
of fig. 157) there is a mensural bias for one beat.
A new theme begins as if half a bar earlier. The "fanfare" of the secondary theme is also played at the moment of the main theme cadencing, in such a way "penetrating" into its structure ( fig. 164 ).
On the one hand, structural overlays are probably aimed at recreating the impression of festive fuss, hustle and bustle, so characteristic of mass festivities and demonstrations. But, on the other hand, they reveal the improvised composer's work with the material, exposing the author's irony to the picture shown.
The side theme is a double two-part form with the reduced recapitulation (see Table 2 ).
The first theme is made from heterogeneous motifs with genre contrasts. It starts with a figure "drum roll". In the second sentence, twobar constructions (Es-Dur and es-moll (violins)) are compared to the motif XIX 1 is a variant of the figure "foot stomping", which is played in as-moll and a-moll.
"Vertical" dimension, like the "horizontal" one, reveals the mosaic effect. In fig. 166 undistorted words, according to M. Chudakova (Chudakova, 1979: 174) , are distinctive qualities of these Zoshchenko's narratives that led to a special perception of his texts, regarded by the most sensitive readers as "mockery at a person who could write this as if in a serious manner" (Savenko, 1996: 362) .
The playful dialectic of "one's own" and "someone else's own" turned out to be extremely (Savenko, 1996: 362) .
Looking at the finale of the Symphony
No. 10 in the light of some stylistic features of Zoshchenko's "Stories about Lenin" and of Shostakovich's letters, one can come to the conviction that both the composer's resort to "exaggerated official" musical language, work with "tired" intonational "clichés", and the collage technique are the means of superintonation (the term by E. Nazaikinskii (Nazaikinskii, 1988: 166) ), that means that they belong to the "author's layer", expressing Khachaturian, A. (Khachaturian, 1954: 26) , Kabalevsky, D. (Tret'iakova, 1976: 193) , Danilevich, L. (Danilevich, 1958: 12) , Nest'ev, I. (Nest'ev, 1982: 131) .
2
The musical material of the slow h-moll introduction is close to the initial theme of Part II of the Symphony No. 9 both in the lyrical character, the orchestration and the key. It also causes distant associations with certain episodes from A. Borodin's opera "Prince Igor", namely: Yaroslavna's Aria ("Oh, I weep") and the beginning of her recitative "How sad everything is around".
3
The introduction is organized in a variation-stanza form.
4
In music theory, in the theory of musical style, collage is defined as "the principle of juxtaposing or contrasting stylistically distanced thematic materials, both borrowed and original" (Kazantseva, 1985: 10) . In this article it is possible and appropriate to extend the effect of the above-mentioned principle to work with genre, intonation and textural models. 
